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SectionA (One Word)

Answer all questions.
Each questi.on carries L m'ark.

1. The quantum mechanical operator for momentum is 

-'

z. If a quantum mechanical operator is to be the Hermitian, then the Eigen value corresponding to

that is

g. In the equation V = Vn Asin nnrlo,the value of A can be evaluated by a process called

4. The element with highest electron affinity i5 +'r

5. Ionisation energy of Nitrogen is than that of oxygen because of :

(i) attraction ofelectrons by the nuQleus.

(ii) the smaller size of the Nitrogen atom.

(iii) the extra stability of half filled p-orbital

(iv) higher penetrating effect of electrons in Nitrogen.

6. Carbon tetrachloride has no net dipole moment because of :

(il its polar structure.

(ii) its regular tetrahedral structure.

(iii) similar size of Carbon and Chlorine atoms.

(iv) similar electron affinities of carbon and chlorine atoms.

7. The unexpectedly high boiling point of HzO is attributed to 

-'

8. The bond order of He molecule is

9. Total number of o and I bonds in ethylene molecule is 

-' 

:

10' Linear combination of atomic orbitals form 

- 

(10 x 1 = 10 marks)
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Section B (Short Answer)

Ansu)er any ten questions.
Each question carries 2 marhs.11. What are Eigen functions and Eigen values ?

72. What is zero point energy ?

13' Draw the radial probab'ity distribution curvs of 2s and 2p orbitals.74' Exprain octet rure. Give any /uo exampres where the rure is viorated15. Write the Born-Lande equation and explain the terms.16' calculate the percentage ionic character of c-cl bond. Electronegativity of c is 2.b and that pf cr
is 8.0.

77. Explain Mullikan scale of electro negativity.
18. What is modern periodic law ? What is its significance ?19' Exprain the variation of ionisation enthalpy arong a period and down a gxoup.20' Distinguish between intermolecurar and intramolecurar hydrogen bonding.21' Give an account of free electron theory of metalric bond22. Draw the resonance structures of carbonate ion.

Section C (paragfaph)

.Answer any five questions.
Each questinn carries 6 marks,

Sketch the shapes of different d orbitals.

(10x2=20marks)

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

what are quantum numbers? Discuss the significance of each quantum number.

;:fii:T,T:,r"::"rj5::ements in the ou'iooi. tabre with suitabre exampres.

Explain the shapes of NH3 and Hro morecures using vsEpR theory.Explain the determination of lattice ene,rry of NaCl crystal using Bom_Ilaber eycle.Exprain the different-modes by which vander waals forces originate.write the Mo configuration of o2, or*, o22* and orLand compare their bond energies.

(5x6=30marks)
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Section D (EssaY)

Ansu)er anY two questions'Answer o'ny two.qu".t!-n"', 
_Each question carcies L0 marks'

31. Write brieflY on :

(i) Aufbau principle ; (ii) Pauli's exclusion principle ;

(iii) Hund's rule ; (iv) Fajan's rule'

BZ. Derive the time independent Schrodinger wave equation for particle in one dimensional box.

gg. Explain spsd, spsd2 and spsds hybridisations with suitable examples.

84. With the help of molecular orbital diagrams; calculate the bond order of CO and NO molecules.

(2 x L0 = 20 marks)
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